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BatteryJack is the exclusive distributor of PowerStar Motor Sports Batteries 
Call 888-30-POWER if you need help cross referencing a battery 

 

 

H-D MOTORCYCLE BATTERIES -MORE LEAD - MORE POWER 

3 YEAR WARRANTY, SEALED AGM WITH THICKER 

HEAVIER PLATES, WEIGHS 20% MORE THEN COMPETITORS 

 

 Part # Replaces Dim (L) Dim (W) Dim (H) Price SRP 

PM14-BS-HD 14-BS 5.98 in 3.43 in     5.71 in $47.90 $73.69 

PM20L-BS-HD 20L-BS    6.89in 3.43 in 6.10 in $57.90 $89.08 

PM20-BS-HD 20-BS 6.88 in 3.38 in 6.10 in $57.90 $89.08 

PM-24-HL-BS-HD 24HL-BS 8.07 in 3.42 in     6.37 in $62.90 $96.77 

PM30L-BS-HD 30L-BS 6.61 in 5.00 in 6.96 in $73.90 $113.69 

IT’S SIMPLE - MORE LEAD, MORE BATTERY LIFE AND STARTING 
POWER 

                        

PowerStar batteries are shipped charged and ready to install. We offer a full 24 month free replacement warranty, and 36 month free 
replacement warranty on all PowerStar HD version. Our sealed motor sports batteries feature Absorbed Glass Mat technology (AGM for 
short). This design dramatically improves a batteries performance in the following areas: 

 True sealed and maintenance-free design, you'll never have to check or add electrolyte again, unlike conventional batteries which require 
periodic fluid checks 

 Liquid-free AGM design, will not leak or corrode on expensive paint and chrome, and also eliminates corrosion around the battery terminals 

 AGM batteries have less internal resistance which allows them to produce more discharge current (cold cranking amperage) vs. 
comparable conventional "wet" batteries, and AGM batteries also recharge faster 

 Better resistance to both heat and vibration, a major cause of failure in conventional motorcycle batteries 

 Much slower self-discharge rate, (3% vs.15% per month) means longer periods between battery recharging over periods of non-use, like 
winter months or vacations. Our sealed motorcycle batteries feature Absorbed Glass Mat technology (AGM for short) 

              


